2010 Memories and Wondrous Wishes for 2011
from Germi, Annie, Pico & Sierra
Wow, another fun-filled year has passed us by and we hope to find everyone
smiling and healthy. As we left off last year…we were about to go skiing on New
Year’s Eve. We did. Due to not growing up on skis, Annie fell and spent the first
day of the year at the emergency room. Thank goodness that was not an indication
for the rest of the year. But the ER did have ski racks outside the door…meaning
that Annie was not the only one who did not grow up on skis. As always Bavaria
was wonderful, <
picturesque, and Annie
did learn that beer was
simply part of the diet.
February found Germar in Bangkok for a UV instrumentation meeting
as part of his ongoing contribution to save the planet. He enjoyed the
free time indulging in the phenomenal cuisine, and visiting a myriad of
Buddhas, wats, and royal palaces. >
Annie had to play too, and went off to Red Rocks for President’s
weekend. It truly is a treasure nearby Vegas. Additionally, a visit with
aunt Rita, Bob, uncle Matt and aunt Karen was a special treat.
March started out with snow…yeah!! A bunch of us ventured up to
Mammoth. We went snowshoeing V and skiing. Germi had
phenomenal skiing and Annie was on her feet again.
Easter was soon upon us which included a long weekend. We had
unfinished business. Years ago, when we think we first met, we
attempted Manly Peak. We soon became locationally challenged
(surveyors never get lost) in a stormy cloud. We eventually found our
way back to camp, dripping wet, without bagging the peak. We
remember being intrigued by each other (Germi could read a map!).
That was the beginning of our fun-loving friendship. Well, we finished
our business at Butte Valley this year by bagging Manly Peak with
perfect weather and not a cloud in sight…just the Easter bunny. V

We are almost certain that everyone knows of the Easter quake. We
missed it, but Annie’s birthday weekend included a trip to Mexico
where we visited the fault, thanks to our dear friends, Diane & Monte,
geologists extraordinaire. The drainage that Germi is standing in used
to be down where Annie is standing less than a month ago!! <

Preparing for our adventure to come, we bought BOB trailers for our bikes. Our first trip was riding from winery to winery in
Santa Ynez. If we could carry a case (or more) of wine in our BOBs, camping gear would not be an issue. The wine country was
delightful and the trailers worked great.
May ended at Arlington Cemetery, as a salute to Uncle Earle.
Though a sad occasion, it was a memorable weekend filled
with a mini-family reunion. Germar enjoyed the Worrell &
Hoppe cousins V.

He had no surprises and all was as expected. Pure Hoppiness was
experienced flawlessly. V

From one family to the next…we were found in Bavaria for a
June wedding of Elisabeth & Dominik. Wow, what an
experience. Wedding at 11 am, V reception ended at midnight.

Annie was in awe…the lederhosen & dirndls, the laughter, the
beer, the meals, the skits, the culture. Where does one dance on
a beer bench in a monastery, drinking, and singing about a
prostitute in Munich? Only in Bavaria!! We finished off the visit

with mountain bike training. We rode to Austria, opened the
high-security border gate (its only purpose is to prevent the
cows from interbreeding), and kept riding up a magnificent
valley <, and up, up, up to Karwendelhaus where we got food and
beer for renewed energy. Then we continued to circumnavigate
the Karwendel.
Back in the States, our hearts were tugged at during a geology
field trip to the San Andreas rift zone. We came across a yearling
bear cub at Mankar Flats trying to survive on people food. We later found out that Fish & Game rescued him 4 JUL, named him
Liberty, and found a home for him close to Annie’s house in Alpine at Lions & Tigers & Bears. Of course, we have visited him
and will continue. We like happy teary-eyed endings. V

Our first Sierra opportunity was to climb Mt Brewer. Circumstances
prevented us from summitting, nonetheless, the Sphinx Lakes V were
idyllic, the snow was fun to glissade,

and the German guy enjoyed celebrating 4 JUL. V

At last
our adventure was upon us. We were on our way to mountain-bike the
island perched on the edge of the Arctic - Iceland. Our hearts were pitter
pattering with anticipation. We hopped on our bikes complete with our BOBs
in Reykjavik,
rode east and
north to Geyser,
the namesake of
all geysers, and to
Gulfoss, the most
spectacular
waterfall of
Iceland. Onward
we went to
Þingvellir and across to the European Plate. The next day we left the
pavement and ventured into the interior. Desolate, yet intriguing,
icecaps encircled us, hot springs beckoned and the wind was our
friend. It was surreal. A few days later we were on the northern edge
in Akureyi. The stop lights were heart-shaped! Time constraints put

us on a bus to Mývatn. We set up camp and rode around the
lake, stopped for breakfast ^, continued on to bike the
crater, > and eventually on to the Mývatn baths.
The next day found us at Dettifoss, Europe’s largest “foss.”
The amount of water was a trifle too much for kayaking.
Onward to Höfn. via bus. From 4 wheels to 3, we rode until
we found a little farmhouse with a nice camping area backdropped by a glacier. We thought we were still dreaming
when we woke to geese and Icelandic horses curiously gaping
at our 5-star tent. Later, Jökulsárlón captured us with awe. It
is a lagoon with trapped icebergs from the Vatnajökull, V
picturesque and for the enjoyment of lazy seals. .

On to Skaftafell, at the foot of Europe’s largest icecap, Vatnajökull. We
spent our 20th anniversary hiking to Kristínartindar close to Iceland’s
crevasse-riddled highpoint. The hike was highlighted with the ash of
Eyjafjallajökull creating an exciting pattern upon Skaftafelljökull.
Now being in the midst of ash-laden landscape, we wanted to see more.
First, we pedaled 100 miles to Vik in pouring rain, which was easy as the
wind was still our friend. Onward from Vik, the day started with puffins
(which we enjoyed smoked earlier) flying along the black sand beach at
the southern most point of Iceland. The comical little creatures made us
joyfully giggle. The next excitement was riding up to the glacier
Mýrdalsjökull, which was completely covered with ash. We felt like
triumphant little trolls V when we finally met the blackened ice .

We rode on to Skógafoss V and camped at its foot.
The next day, we hiked up along 24 cascading “fosses”

until we were surrounded by an otherworldly landscape : a huge glacier
covered with an excess of one foot of ash from the nearby Eyjafjallajökull the volcano that erupted in April bringing European air traffic to a
screeching halt. We continued hiking until the Earth was too warm to
touch and we were afraid that our boots would melt. By then, we were
hiking on Modi and Magni, two craters created by “flank eruptions” of Eyjafjallajökull and named after the sons of the Viking’s
god of war, Thor. We felt very privileged to be at this very special place and stuffed hot rocks in our pockets to share.
Nearing the end, Landmannalaugar V offered a spectacular finale with the most colorful rhyolite & obsidian mountains
interspersed with hot springs that we couldn’t resist. It was bittersweet thinking that we were about to disembark the island that
captured our hearts V

.

The end of August dumped us back into reality. We picked
up the pieces and escaped to the Sierras over Labor Day
weekend. A few of us backpacked up to Birch Lake and
summitted Birch Mountain. We were all by ourselves, except
of a pica, who was eating the straps of our hiking poles, a
majestic mule deer, and jumping fish. >
At the end of September, the health of Germar’s mom
deteriorated dramatically, and he flew home to take care of
her. It was tough to see a once energetic person being
consumed by her ailments. After having talked to a
gazillion friends, relatives and doctors, Germar needed an
escape from reality and hiked up Wank (it’s a mountain!).
The view on the Wetterstein Range V was spectacular as
always - some consider the place as one of the prettiest on
Planet Earth.

Turkey Day and our 24th anniversary found us in Aravaipa Canyon, a
wonderful riparian ribbon of life through the Arizona desert.< We
backpacked three days through a creek, flanked by red-walled canyons
and sizzling fall colors. We had an elaborate feast, including stuffed
turkey, cranberry sauce, yams, salad, cherry pie, and lots of wine - all
hauled into the canyon by our own feet. A big horn sheep stopped by
the following morning to see whether there were any turkey leftovers
(negative). We saw a family of coatamundis, frogs, and a magnificent
heron before we hiked back to the developed world.
Now it’s Christmas again, and we must conclude this letter as we are
running out of wine (which thankfully spares you yet another page).
We are sitting in Garmisch and watching snow flakes outside the
window, fulfilling our dream of a white Christmas.
The sentimental gobbledygook goes as follows:..you have made our lives a wonderful place and we have shared so much fun with
you, yadda, yadda, yadda. We look forward to filling 2011 with you!!!! Really.
All our love, hugs, kisses, laughter and sincere friendship,

Germi, Annie, Pico & Sierra

